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This 34 acre timber tract is right in the heart of big deer and turkey country.

This 34 acres lays out bigger than one would think. I thought I could cover it all pretty quickly. I was wrong. The trail
system through out this timber tract is great. Whether slipping to your deer stand, 4 wheeler riding, slipping up on that
big gobbler, conducting a prescribed burn, or the kids going down to fish in the pond. Regardless the reason there is
a trail to get you there.

There where several turkeys yelping back in the woods, along with a group of gobblers out by the road. With turkey
season around the corner I couldn't help but think of the possible setups. I really liked the food plot location at the
bottom of the hill, or the ridge by the power line cut. They all looked great.

There are multiple places for stands as evidenced by walking the trails. At least 4-5 good spots for bow and rifle
stands.

There is one real nice pond with another small pond.

Personally my thoughts for the short term would be to conduct a controlled burn. Then get the grassy food plot areas
converted quickly to as much clover as possible. Update the stands, trim some trails and your in business. Year 2 I
would know better where the deer are coming from and possibly try some hinge cutting to create a little more bedding
area.

There is an older trailer just behind the gated entrance that is used for a hunting cabin. There is a water hydrant and
fire pit in front also. This would make a great spot for a camper, hunting cabin, or house. Judging by the fire pit there
has been multiple stories told sitting around it with more to come.

For more information call or text Jeff Quinn 1-660-734-3925
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